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ABSTRACT

An increase in the maximum power flux-density (pfd) permitted from satellites in the 2025
to 2300 MHz band is currently under consideration by IRAC. This analysis assumes the
worst case conditions for interference to telemetry operations at the missile test ranges as
a result of current and proposed satellite pfd levels. Assumptions in the analysis include
the maximum permitted power flux-density with uniform energy distribution over the band
of interest, polarization compatibility, and alignment of the telemetry station, the missile
and the satellite. It was found that the performance of essentially all missile telemetry
receiving systems may be appreciably degraded by even the lowest pfd limits currently
permitted. For the higher pfd limits under consideration, degradations in the order of 40
dB are to be expected at stations with dish antennas of only five foot diameter. An
increase in the size or gain of an antenna will reduce the probability of interference,
because of its decreased beamwidth, but will also increase the performance degradation
because of the station’s increased figure of merit, G/T. For satisfactory missile telemetry
operation under these conditions, the normal missile’s telemetry received signal-to-noise
ratio would have to be well over 40 dB to overcome satellite interference. The results of
the analysis are actually independent of all receiving station parameters except the
station’s figure of merit, G/T. Probability of interference is not addressed because of the
variation of conditions and missions of the various test ranges as well as the unknown
number of satellites and their characteristics - present and future. If missile and satellite
telemetry is to coexist in the 2200 to 2290 MHz band, the implementation of several
recommendations is considered necessary. The recommendations are; 1) Satellite pfd
levels should remain at the current limits; 2) Coordination between the satellite controllers
and the range operations must be established; and 3) Multiple telemetry receiving stations
with significantly different aspect angles with respect to the test vehicle during the test
should be used.



INTRODUCTION

According to current ITU Radio Regulations, the power flux-density (pfd) limits at the
earth’s surface from satellites transmitting in the 2025-2300 MHz frequency band, ranges
from -154 dB(W/m ) in any 4 kHz band for angles of arrival from zero to 5E above the2

horizontal plane, to -144 dB(W/m ) in any 4 kHz band for angles of arrival from 25E to2

90E above the horizontal plane. For angles of arrival from 5E to 25E , the pfd limit
increases 0.5 dB per degree above the 5E value.  An increase of 10 dB to the present pfd1

levels is proposed by NTIA for signals from geo-stationary or synchronous satellites. For
signals from non-geostationary satellites, or low orbit satellites, an increase of 16 dB
above the current pfd limits is proposed. Figure 1 shows the current and proposed pfd
levels for the various angles of arrival.

In order for the telemetry engineer to better relate to these pfd limits, this analysis converts
the pfd limits to dBm/MHz from an antenna with an effective area of one square meter,
which is equivalent to a five-foot dish with a 55 percent efficiency. Assuming a uniform
energy distribution over the MHz bandwidth, received power levels from satellites at the
various pfd limits are determined. The amount the satellite’s received power is above the
receiving system’s noise level is considered the performance degradation of the station
due to interference. One must assume that the desired signal has to be somewhat greater
than the interference in order to be usable, the same as usable signal-to-noise ratios in
system analysis. The threshold in FM systems is normally considered to be in the region
of 12 to 14 dB signal-to-noise ratio, so one would conclude that missile telemetry signal
must be at least 12 dB above the satellite signal to be usable.

ANALYSIS

The conversion of the pfd units of dB(W/m  /4 kHz to dBm/MHz is done in several2

simple steps. The dBW term may be converted to dBm by the addition of 30 dB to the
given level. If one assumes an antenna whose effective area is one square meter, the
power received at the lowest proposed pfd level of -144 dB(W/m  /4 kHz would be -1442

dBW or -114 dBm. The 4 kHz bandwidth may be converted to one megahertz by the
addition of 24 dB (10 log 10 /4x10 ). What was stated as a pfd level of -144 dB(W/m  /46 3           2

kHz may be stated as a received power of -90 dBm/MHz when received by an antenna of
one square meter effective area.

The noise level in a receiving system is determined primarily by the RF preamplifier that
amplifies the signals from the antenna. A desirable characteristic of the preamplifier, other
than gain, is its noise temperature, or noise figure. Generally, the receiving system’s
equivalent noise, referred to its input, is only slightly greater than the product of the
preamplifier’s noise temperature, the receiver’s bandwidth and Boltzman’s constant. For



a noise temperature of 290E Kelvin (Noise Figure = 3 dB.) and a bandwidth of one
megahertz, the noise power into a matched load is approximately 4 x 10  watts, -144-15

dBW, or -114 dBm. This noise level is probably within 3 dB of essentially all of the
telemetry receiving systems at government missile test ranges.

Figure 2 illustrates the satellite signal levels that would be received by a one square meter
effective area antenna for the current and proposed pfd limits as well as the approximate
noise levels that exists in most telemetry stations. It should be noted that the lowest
current pfd limit of -154 dBW/4kHz is 14 dB above theoretical noise at 290E K with an
effective receiving area of one square meter. Consider now that the effective area of the
antenna reduced to 0.5 square meter, then the received energy would be one-half its
previous value (-3 dB), causing the satellite signal-to-noise ratio to be 11 dB instead of 14
dB. Even systems with effective antenna areas of less than one-tenth square meter may
provide satellite signals greater than system noise using the smallest pfd limits specified in
the current regulations. Now assume that the effective area of the receiving antenna is
increased to ten square meters (approximately equal to a 16 foot diameter dish), then the
minimum specified pfd limit would provide a signal-to-noise ratio of 24 dB instead of 14
dB as obtained with the one square meter antenna. With the ten square meter antenna it
should be evident that with the proposed maximum pfd limit of -128 dB(W/m  )/4kHz, a2

50 dB signal-to-noise ratio would exist as opposed to the 40 dB indicated in Figure 2.
With a 50 dB satellite signal-to-noise ratio, a missile signal-to-noise ratio in the vicinity of
60 dB is required in order to overcome the satellite interference--a luxury few possess.

Although the pfd limits were converted to equivalent received power in a one MHz
bandwidth with a one square meter antenna, the results of the analysis are independent of
all receiving system parameters except the system’s Figure of Merit, G/T.  If we assume,2,3

for example, a different bandwidth, the new bandwidth makes the same change in the
received satellite power as the equivalent noise in the receiver so the resulting signal-to-
noise ratio remains the same.

DISCUSSION

Unlike the fixed services or transmissions from stabilized satellites that may use directive
transmitter antennas to increase the system’s effective radiated power, missile systems
frequently use antennas with less than unity gain because of various constraints on the
systems. Transmitter antenna design goals are normally to provide omnidirectional
radiation patterns to minimize the effects of the variable aspect angle between the missile
and the receiving station as well as roll or spin of many vehicles during the tests. Missile
telemetry, in general, requires the continuous monitoring of many functions. Because of
size and weight limitations, and, in many cases, the final destruction of the vehicle, the
data cannot normally be stored for later retransmission but must be done in real time.4



Unexpected momentary interruptions in the transmission could mask vital data and data
recovery could prove to be very time consuming and costly.

Transmitters in the two to ten watt range are normally used. Increasing the missile
transmitter output power to overcome satellite interference of the magnitude required is
entirely out of the question, because of the larger batteries that would be required and the
resulting heat that would be produced. Even if efforts could satisfactorily be made to
increase transmitter power, it would be only a step in a race to raise the pollution of the
RF spectrum worldwide.

Telemetry receiving stations normally employ high-gain tracking antennas, low noise
preamplifiers and polarization diversity reception to provide the highest probability of
receiving the best signal at the most reasonable cost. A certain amount of redundancy of
receivers and recording devices is normally employed, but redundant antennas are seldom
provided.

Typical received signals have fluctuations of at least 10 dB but provide average receiver
IF signal-to-noise ratios in the order of 40 dB or approximately 30 dB above the FM
threshold. While these conditions normally yield excellent data, any reduction in this 30
dB margin above receiver threshold is undesirable because of propagation anomalies and
general data degradation. Propagation anomalies include nulls in the test vehicle’s
radiation pattern, multipath nulls, flame attenuation and reentry blackout.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It is safe to assume that satellite transmissions will increase in the future as will the
capability of transmitting higher powers. Because of the high RF energy levels from
satellites, it is felt that considerable missile telemetry data loss is inevitable unless some
other restrictions are implemented. Currently no restrictions as to the nature of the
emissions, such as bandwidth or modulation type, are indicated.

Some thoughts on relieving the potential interference problems are:

1. Do not increase permissible pfd limits for satellites transmitting in the bands used by
missile telemetry.

2. To the maximum extent possible place satellite transmission systems in bands other
than the UHF telemetry bands (1435 to 1535 MHz, 2200 to 2290 MHz and 2310 to
2390 MHz) because of their potential interference. Point-to-point, or fixed service
systems should have no trouble with increased pfd limits.



3. Satellite transmission systems should be operated by command only and in areas away
from missile test ranges or coordinated with the ranges.

4. Frequency management personnel should have orbital data of all satellites that may
transmit in the telemetry bands readily available so that potential interference may be
foreseen and avoided.

5. Missile test ranges should, if possible, have multiple receiving stations that have
significantly different aspect angles with respect to the target area.
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FIGURE 1 PFD LIMITS vs SIGNAL ARRIVAL ANGLE

FIGURE 2 SIGNAL LEVELS RECEIVED BY A ONE SQUARE METER
(EFFECTIVE AREA) ANTENNA AT CURRENT AND

PROPOSED PFO LIMITS


